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Barbara Günthardt, Matthew Moy de Vitry and
Marius Neamtu win ETH medal
October 18, 2021, Topics: Organisation & Staff
The environmental chemist Barbara F. Günthardt and the two environmental engineers Matthew
Moy de Vitry and Marius Neamtu are awarded the ETH Medal for their doctoral theses. Plant
toxins, urban flooding and complicated flows were the topics. Congratulations!
The environmental chemist Barbara F. Günthardt has been awarded the ETH Medal for her doctoral
thesis on plant toxins. She has not only developed methods for quantifying these substances, but has
also built up a database and identified the releasing plants for individual substances.

Database of toxic plant substances established
When it comes to micropollutants in water, most people think primarily of pesticides, pharmaceuticals or
chemicals from households and industry. But there are also thousands of substances of plant origin that
are toxic. In her dissertation, Barbara F. Günthardt collected around 1600 of these substances from
over 800 plants and their effects on the aquatic environment. She also searched for them in water
bodies. Now she is being awarded the ETH Medal for her systematic and carefully worked out
approach.
Starting from a newly built database, the doctoral student prioritised around 500 toxins based on their
persistency, chemical-physical properties and frequency of occurrence. She has published a separate
article on this in the Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry of the ACS [1] and in Science of the
Total Environment [2]. In addition, the TPPT database (for Toxic Plant-PhytoToxin) is freely available
on the Agroscope website [3].
In her dissertation, Barbara Günthardt subsequently developed an analytical method to quantify the 134
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most important phytotoxins in samples using high-resolution mass spectrometry. She also immediately
applied her method in the field and examined samples from 20 streams. She was able to publish an
article on this in a special issue of the journal Chimia on Chemistry and the Environment [4]. Günthardt
has placed a special focus on the investigation of pyrrolizidine alkaloids. These substances are found in
around 6000 plants worldwide, which use them to protect themselves from browsing. Some of them
have a liver-toxic, genotoxic or carcinogenic effect on animals. The researcher has uncovered the
invasive greiseweed Senecio inaequidens as the main causative agent in the samples from Swiss
streams - in some cases with considerable concentrations. Günthardt was also able to publish an article
on this in the journal Environmental Science and Technology [5].
The 4 publications of the dissertation entitled "A Systematic Assessment of the Aquatic Exposure to
Phytotoxins" are open access in DORA. The thesis itself https://doi.org/10.3929/ethz-b-000488067 is
currently still under embargo. The work was jointly supervised by Dr Thomas Bucheli (Agroscope) and
Prof Juliane Hollender (Eawag and ETH). Most of the work was carried out at Agroscope, but Barbara
Günthardt was able to use sampling equipment and the high-resolution analytical instruments at
Eawag.

Improve the prediction of urban floods
Matthew Moy de Vitry received the award for his dissertation on "Public Surveillance and the Future of
Urban Pluvial Flood Modelling" [6] supervised by Prof. Max Maurer in the Department of Urban Water
Management. The aim of his work was to improve the prediction of urban floods and, thus, to be able to
better protect urban population and infrastructure. As the models used for forecasting were previously
not sufficiently reliable, owing to a lack of data for calibration and validation, he developed innovative
and cost-effective approaches for additional data sources - such as images and videos from traffic
surveillance cameras or social media. Matthew has already been honoured for this work with the Otto
Jaag Water Conservation Prize in November 2020.
"I would love to cut the ETH medal into pieces and share it with the many colleagues who made the
work possible," says Matthew, "i.e. supervisors, technicians, co-authors and all the people who
contribute to the special Eawag atmosphere".
Since completing his dissertation, Matthew works as a web developer and data scientist at Hades
Technologies Ltd, an ETH spin-off that develops data models for automatic detection damage of
defects in sewers, using machine learning.

Better understanding of turbulent flows
Marius Neamtu was awarded the ETH Medal for his dissertation on "Objective Coherent Structures
Near the Turbulent/Non Turbulent Interface in a Stably Stratified Turbulent Flow" [7] at the Department
Surface Waters, supervised by Prof. Markus Holzner. This work contributes to a better understanding of
turbulent flows. Such flows are ubiquitous in nature and industrial applications. One example is the
smoke issuing from a chimney. In many turbulent flows (e.g. turbulent jets, wakes and boundary layers),
surrounding irrotational fluid is continuously entrained in the turbulent region across a sharp interface –
called turbulent/non-turbulent interface. This phenomenon, called turbulent entrainment, has a direct
impact on the turbulent flow evolution and development. Marius investigated the turbulent entrainment,
and more specifically the role of vortical structures in this process. He applied novel mathematical
methods to unravel vortical structures from turbulent flows and he elucidated how these structures
modulate the turbulent entrainment. This provides an important basis for better modelling turbulent
flows - for example, ocean currents and the associated climatic effects.
"I was very surprised when my work was awarded the ETH Medal," says Marius, "because I had rather
in mind what I could have done better. I am very honored to receive this prize and grateful to those who
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contributed to this work”. He would like to invest the prize money in his further education. Marius
Neamtu now works as a project engineer at the Holinger company in Zurich, where he is responsible for
planning major international water supply projects.
The ETH Medal, which comes with prize money of 2000 Swiss francs, is awarded every year to
outstanding doctoral theses. The award for Neamtu and Moy de Vitry was presented by Rector Sarah
Springmann at the doctoral ceremony on 9 July, the one for Günthardt is scheduled for the beginning of
2022.
Cover picture: Eawag
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Neamtu-Halic, Marius M. (2020). Objective Coherent Structures Near the Turbulent/NonTurbulent Interface in a Stably Stratified Turbulent Flow (Doctoral dissertation, ETH Zurich).
https://doi.org/10.3929/ethz-b-000476303
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